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        Go beyond online meetings
    

            
            	Solutions
	Welcome Center
		Sales EngagementHelping Sales increase velocity.

	Customer SuccessCreate Uniquely Exceptional Experiences.

	Partner ManagementFoster Strong Partner Relationships.

	Key Account ManagementEmpowering Targeted Engagements.




	Work Center
		Engineering & DevelopmentUnlock Agile at Scale.

	Project ManagementEffortless Hybrid Project Management.

	Strategic & Executive CollaborationsUnlock Hybrid Strategic Collaborations.




	Company Center
		Small Companies & OrganizationsElevate Efficiencies with a Virtual Office Space.

	Training & WorkshopsDeliver Engaging and Learning Experiences.

	Community CentersYour Hub for Connection and Collaboration.







	Use Cases
	Remote WorkBring teams together to connect, collaborate, and create, wherever they are.

	PI PlanningTeams feel fully connected in a shared, purpose-built space. Easily find relevant information, get help, and clear impediments.

	Remote Team BuildingConnect with other members of your team in a fun and engaging way.

	WorkshopsRun a workshop experience like no other with seamless breakouts and integrated tools.

	Open SpacesCreate space for emergence. Embed whiteboards and documents to create a Marketplace and share outputs.




	Integrations
	MiroInstantly collaborate on a shared whiteboard in the same window.

	Google CalendarCheck the availability of team members at a glance.

	JiraConnect project boards and workflows to a dedicated room for visibility.

	Google DocsCollaborate on Google Docs, Sheets, and Slides without searching for links.

	ZoomRun memorable workshops, leveraging Zoom’s best-in-class audio and video.

	SlackMessage or invite anyone to your room, even if they’re not online in Office AnyWhere.

	ConfluenceDedicate a room in your Office AnyWhere space for content and knowledge share.




	Resources
	Blog
	News
	Product Videos
	Contact Us
	Office AnyWhere User Guide
	System Status



	Pricing
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        Not Found

        Sorry, we were unable to find that page.

        If you feel this is an error, please contact our support team.
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            Offce AnyWhere is for people. We help unleash human talent and creativity by empowering users to create a workspace that is limited only by their imaginations. Founded in 2020, Offce AnyWhere is currently used in over 100 countries and its team is distributed across the U.S. and Europe.

            ©2024 Offce AnyWhere. All rights reserved
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of cookies. Visit our updated Privacy Policy and Cookie Notice to learn more.
Accept All
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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									Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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									Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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